It is often the case that biographical approaches in art and architectural history focus on the mythologized psychology of the artist at the expense of specific works and the formal explorations they make manifest. ' The events and controversies surrounding Francesco Castello Borromini's departure from his apprenticeship with Gianlorenzo Bernini, for instance, have prompted literary anecdotes and a dramatization of the rivalry between the two.-The relationship between the charismatic, likeable master and his tortured, self-defeating apprentice has become nothing less than a cliche in the history of the Italian Baroque, contributing to the characterization of Borromini as a melancholy genius who suffered for his art.' Regardless of the extent to which professional clashes over commissions and design authorship fueled irresolvable emotional conflicts, the works produced during the period of their initial collaboration ( 1626-32) inevitably left an impression on Borromini's architectural sensibilities, the marks of which can be detected in nearly every building project he would subsequently undertake.** Those that date from the end of his apprenticeship -the crowning of the Baldacchino at Saint Peter's and two staircases for the Palazzo Barberini ( 1629-32) -can be understood to correspond to Borromini's declaration of architectural independence. When placed in the context of his overall oeuvre, these projects emerge as a manifestation of his developing theories of space and perspective. Central to these theories are a specific formal motif and an architectural element: the so-called dolphin or S-curve and the elliptical staircase.'
with obsessive concentration, usually on a small scale, and never in color. Most often, sculpture was included only in the surface decoration of his buildings, and light served to emphasize space rather than to create dramatic effects. He attained his spatial qualities by purely architectural means, thus achieving a result in which, as Blunt put it, "the essentially Baroque feature of movement is given its most brilliant expression, undisturbed by the distractions of color, richness of material or drama."" The differences between Borromini and Bernini in aesthetic approach already appear in the early works at Saint Peter's in which sculptural elements in the decoration of the crossing can be distinguished by opposing concepts of plasticity.'-Such differences no doubt made collaboration on the Baldacchino difficult.
The nature and scope of Borromini's contribution to the decade-long project is difficult to ascertain." It is certain, however, that he had no involvement in either the planning stages or the first phase during which the four spiral columns were erected. Yet he claimed as his own the invention and execution of the crowning. Papal documents in the form of payment records show that Borromini was given the task of preparing in full scale the designs furnished by Bernini and of overseeing the execution of the bronze decorative elements. There is strong evidence, however, to support Borromini's claim that he took a much more active role in the design. Bernini was only twenty-six years old when he was given the commission in 1624, and while his virtuosity as a sculptor was already evident, he had until that point received no real training as an architect. He almost certainly relied upon the talent and technical expertise of his assistant in forming the fundamentally architectonic solution of the crowning. Borromini's skill was already widely recognized as early as 1623; he was considered Maderno's most important assistant, contributing in vital ways to the latter's architectural projects.'''
The last payment records referring to the Baldacchino in 1633 show Borromini receiving twenty-five scudi for the month of January as compared with Bernini who received 250 scudi for the same time period.'^The documents also underscore his active role in the design execution: "Franceso Castelli ... is obliged to make designs on the copper, and these are to be done so that the carpenters and those who beat the copper cannot err.""' Although the specific purpose of this last stipulation remains unclear, it was possibly an attempt to prevent additional mistakes in execution -the inference being that previous errors were committed intentionally by Borromini as protest against "economic injustices" he had had to endure." Discrepancies in pay combined with Bernini's supposed lack of presence at the construction site may have fueled Borromini's accusations that the former took credit for his contributions to a major papal monument and makes clear the reasons for which he would have decided to pursue an independent career at that time.
According to Blunt and Heinrich Thelen, Borromini's input into the design for the Baldacchino can be documented in several drawings that show the altar in perspective at the end of the nave.'* In two of these drawings, Borromini is careful to include the surrounding architectural elements of Michelangelo's crossing in full detail in order to better assess the impact of his proposed design in situ ( Fig. 1 )." The most striking departure from Bernini's proposal for the crown -which planned for two crossed arches surmounted by a statue of Christ the Redeemer-was the inclusion of four dolphin or S-curves serving as support for a monumental cross. That these curves remain in place today in the final work is, for Blunt, substantial evidence of Borromini's influence on the aesthetic and structural outcome of the whole.
Borromini maintained a deep interest in the form of the volute with the dolphin curvature; it became a decorative motif in some of his most prominent later works.-" Assuming that he was protective of his own ideas, and treated them, as Filippo Baldinucci said, "like his own children," it would be unlikely that he would have corrupted his best buildings witii a form invented by ills rival.-' Paolo Portoghesi has argued that by inserting the dolphin curve as well as other elements from the Baldacchino crown into the context of his later architectural projects, he was making a statement of paternity over the designs for which Bernini was ascribed full credit.--In addition, the origins of the elongated S-curve leads to the speculation that its placement on the Baldacchino was the result of Borromini"s influence. It has no Roman or Tuscan precedents for Bernini to have picked up on, but it does have certain Lombard ones.-' It can be found in many of the Milanese buildings Borromini would have seen in his youth. -^T he rest of the crowning-agitated angels, Barberini bees, the illusion of the tassels being blown in the wind, and the frenetic movement of the composition -are all theatrical effects that sit well within Bernini's repertoire. Yet the fundamental spatial and physical structure of the altar arguably presupposes an architectural sensibility and maturity that he would not gain for another twenty years.
The dolphin or S-curve came to have a prominent place in Borromini"s architectural vocabulary, and this encourages us to consider its conceptual and geometric significance. Derived from the ellipse, it offers the architect the possibility of exploring the infinite variations of any curved surface (Fig. 2 ). This idea of infinite variation or variability has led modern critics and cultural theorists to speculate on the aesthetic and metaphysical meanings of the form. Among them is the Poststructuralist philosopher Gilles Deleuze, who in The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque, defines variation of the S-curve as an "inflection" or "elastic point.""-' Drawing upon Leibniz's theory of the monad and Paul Klee"s ideas on movement, Deleuze includes a diagram of the succession of three such curves ( Fig. 3 ).-" Inflection or variation is the foundation of Baroque mathematics, according to Deleuze.
Furthermore, the apprehension of infinite mathematical variability is analogous to the viewer's changing position.
Hence point of view "amounts to a relativism, but not the relativism we take for granted. It is not a variation of truth according to the subject, but the condition in v\hich the truth of a variation appears to the subject. This is the very idea of Baroque perspective."'' Deleuze employs the dolphin curve as a model for Baroque perspective.
Each point of inflection is actually a place, a position of convergence between a specific tangent and its perpendicular "point of view." Each variation on the curve correlates to the consciousness of the subject through the point of view from which the tangent emanates. Infinity is not understood simply as the variation of the subject's point of view but, rather, is the subject's point of view on variation. In other words, the variable curve to which Borromini was attached potentially becomes the graphic representation of Baroque infinity, which is comprised of infinite tangents on a curve "that implies as much the beginnings of a continuous variation of matter as a continuous development of form."-'^Matter and form: the dolphin or S-curve is correspondingly the formal link that Borromini used in the Baldacchino to mediate between sculpture and architecture, between object and space. It offers the transition from the two-dimensional verticality of Bernini's spiral columns to the three-dimensional elliptical space of the crown.
The transformation of the S-curve from sculptural motif to architectural device occurs, I want to suggest, in Borromini's projects for the staircases at the Palazzo Barberini in which he developed his Baroque perspectival system. If the controversies surrounding the crowning of the Baldacchino portray Borromini's desire to declare his independence as an architect, his contribution to the Palazzo Barberini are what display his maturity and ability to take that step. The Palazzo Barberini is something of an enigma in Baroque architectural history.-' There are no obvious precedents for its plan in Roman palace architecture, and its form was never duplicated. The motivations behind its design are difficult to determine as is the nature and scope of the contributions made by major seventeenth-century Roman architects: Maderno, Borromini, Bernini, and Pietro da Cortona."' The palace is situated on the north slope of the Quirinal hill with a direct view of Saint Peter's. It dominates the visual context from both the north and the west, but avoids any direct connection with either the street or the piazza. Urban VllTs brothers. Cardinal Francesco and Principe Taddeo Barberini purchased the old Sforza palace and its surroundings with the intention of transforming it into Rome's grandest papal palazzo. The task of planning the building was given to Maderno. who was at least seventy years old in 1625 when he received the commission."
While he worked on the palace until his death, his exact contribution is not easily documented. His failing health may have restricted the amount of time and energy he could devote to the project, and his assistants -most notably, Borromini -expectedly worked in his name. During nearly ten years of apprenticeship with Maderno, Borromini developed a great respect for him that was reflected in his decision to be buried by his side.'-He considered Maderno to be the most daring of the Lombard architects in Rome and valued his experimentation in three-dimensional space planning. Borromini, however, never attempted to mimic Maderno's style or method of design. The most direct assimilation is found in Borromini's technical mastery and the methods he used to plan space." In the last years of his life, Maderno purportedly made Borromini responsible for directing the work on the palazzo, designing details, and assisting in the general space planning.
Upon Maderno's death on January 31, 162^, Bernini was chosen to take charge of the project as master architect.''' This was most likely at the behest of Urban VI II, who constantly encouraged Bernini to expand his training to include painting, poetry, and architecture, and who was known to have disliked Borromini. Urban VIII hoped to promote Bernini to the position of papal architect, and may have intended the commission as a means to that end." At this point in his career, Bernini had little technical experience and hence was only prepared to give outward form and expression to the palace. He must have relied, as with the Baldacchino, on Borromini's skill to confront any structural or space planning issues that might arise. Indeed, most of the surviving floor plans, sketches, details, and elevations are in Borromini's hand (Fig. 4, PI. 2).'" These reveal the method he used to study Maderno's spaces. He typically superimposed two or three floors on one plan, distinguishing one from the other through the use of cross hatching and broken lines. In this way. he was able to study spatial relationships on multiple levels as well as articulate points of formal and structural coincidence. Spatial complexity was introduced early on by Maderno, partly as a result of having to accommodating the existing Sforza palace. These complexities are cleverly navigated by means of the two major staircases in the central section. In both, Borromini's skill and ingenuity are evident. The larger and more complex of the two is defined as a square-well type. Patricia Waddy more accurately describes it as being a succession of three shapes: It begins below at the north entrance, and rises in a straight run to the entrance of Taddeo's apartment on the ground floor. Visitors could then ascend to Taddeo's wife's apartment on the piano nobile by entering a stair that at first appears to be a switchback with its three intro steps, landing, and long first flight; but as they ascended would be surprised by the appearance of the open well and the transformation of the stair into a square figure." A straight run, a switchback, and a square-well: the complex succession can be explained in great part by the numerous constraints to which the design of the staircase had to conform. These included: the combination of new floor levels with those already established by the old Sforza palace; the need to engage with the procession set up by Taddeo's single flight in the heart of the building; the desire to make the entrance to the stair on the ground floor symmetrical with that of the elliptical stair to the south; the articulation of entrances to inultiple apartments; and lighting requirements. The solution, in Waddy's words, "involves superimposition of stairs, transformation of a familiar form into the less common square-well stair, and exit from the stair at a landing in the midst of a flight, all v\ ith apparent ease and grandeur.""
The staircase is traditionally attributed to Bernini, but the drawings and spatial complexity indicate a design that was initially planned by Maderno then completed and executed by Borromini.'" Bernini's contribution was most likely limited to certain specific forms (notably the perspectival framing of niches on the landings). Borromini's technical skill can be seen in the arcades that frame the principle stair (Fig. 5 ). The visual system that he was beginning to explore in these arcades would be clearly articulated a few years later in his false perspectival arcade for the Palazzo Spada (Fig. 6 ). The latter project was an experiment that consisted in manipulating spatial perception by means of geometric projection and the alteration of traditional perspective methods. The gallery, which extends a little over eight and half meters, appears to the eye to be thirty-seven meters long, in a recent study and reconstruction, Rocco Sinisgalli determined that Borromini incorporated fifteen sequential viewpoints into the perspectival geometry of the arcade.'"' Here spatial meaning only reveals itself by means of a dynamic temporalized vision -of movement through the space.'" The carefully arranged spatial contraction and dilation can only be perceived and experienced as one passes through the arcade or ascends and descends the stairs. What
Borromini worked out in the square-well stair of the Palazzo Barberini and later in the gallery of the Palazzo Spada is a general theory of vision, which asserts that perspective, even while being generated according to the most rigorous geometric logic, can have the perceptual effect of contracting, expanding, or even annulling space.
His use of perspective as an instrument for measuring space is coupled with his use of it as a tool for manipulating and generating spatial meaning through movement.
This theory is clearly and beautifully articulated in the smaller set of stairs accessing Cardinal Francesco's side of the Palazzo Barberini (Fig. 7 ). It is one of the few major elements of the building whose design and execution can be fully attributed to Borromini. The originally circular plan was modified to an ellipse, which was more compact, served theoretical purposes, and formally anticipated the large oval salon on the piano nobile ( Fig. 8 ). Its rise from the ground floor to the Cardinal's library is simple and unbroken. Yet that simplicity is deceptive, for the ellipse allows Borromini to create a complex spatial experience once again activated by movement.^" While actual precedents were few, Andrea Palladio wrote appreciatively of the use of elliptical staircases in narrow spaces particularly, because they occupy less room than the straight, but are somewhat more difficult to ascend. They succeed very well that are void in the middle, because they can have light from above, and those that are at the top of the stairs, see all those that come up, or begin to ascend, and are likewise seen by them. The oval stairs are very beautiful and agreeable to see, because all of the windows and doors come to the head of the oval and in the middle are sufficiently commodious.'" Borromini expanded on the basic Palladian model first by eliminating intermediary landings, and second, by carefully altering tread sizes according to their position in the oval plan. These changes articulate a vertical space defined by an intriguing set of visual and temporal rhythms. Space and velocity cycle through moments of compression and expansion as the viewer travels up or down. The dolphin curve appears not only literally, but also in the spatial diagram that movement on the stair initiates. As the two-dimensional plan of the ellipse is stretched vertically into three dimensions, a necessarily circuitous trajectory recreates the modulated form of the S-curve. This elliptical movement creates a shift in the density of real space, geometric space, and psychological space. Borromini was aware of the illusional as well as delusional values of a method that calculated the interweaving of these three types of space. Borromini's camouflaging of depth is, as Paolo Portoghesi says, "a pretext for the modification of space, tliat always has an amplifying power, and responds to the principle of spatial economy.""^* Borromini's theories of vision and movement draw heavily on the architectural concepts of Michelangelo. Borromini in many ways saw himself as the latter's spiritual heir, and it can be argued that he alone among Michelangelo's successors understood and meaningfully developed the fundamental innovations and discoveries his architecture exhibited. According to Baldinucci, during his early years as a stonemason at Saint Peter's, Borromini spent his free time conducting rigorous analyses of Michelangelo's architecture and making countless sketches of the details."" Borromini, as portrayed by his biographers, felt that he truly loved Michelangelo's buildings, and thus subscribed to the principles on which they relied: inventiveness of plan; plastic treatment of the wall; carefully thought-out details; and fundamental knowledge and subsequent reinterpretation of Vitruvian rules. All of these principles were combined with an e.xpertise in mechanics as well as skill in construction and craft. Borromini's buildings, more than any other seventeenth-century architect's, exhibit a consistent adherence to these principles. Michelangelo's influence, however, was more than a matter of details and convergence of taste and style. It was also found in Borromini's spatial order and its relationship to movement. In his perspectival theories and methods, Borromini expanded on Michelangelo's fundamental concept of a building's relation to the human body in motion. It was this idea that initially led Michelangelo to depart from the Renaissance tradition of planar architecture. The most legible example of his experiments along these lines is his vestibule for the Laurentian Library in Florence, a project that Borromini studied intently (as his designs for the Palazzo Barberini make clear). Although Borromini used a number of decorative features from the Laurentian Library in the Palazzo Barberini, the grand staircase that leads up to the reading room was of enormous importance. The curvilinear forms of Michelangelo's treads spill out to cover the greater part of the vestibule's floor area, prompting Rudolf Wittkower to describe them as a "cascade" and to claim that "one is forever torn between the upward and the downwards tendencies."^" But while Wittkower praised its gracefulness and beauty of form, he saw it as illogical and nonfunctional. Yet one of the most enduring aspects of Michelangelo's design process -something Borromini revealed in his own designs -is that even the most fantastic or intriguing formal elements can offer the most efficient and practical solution, and owe their genesis to a concise geometric logic*" An emphasis on the practical aspects of unique form translates directly into Borromini's elliptical staircase; here, the meaning of experiential qualities comes directly out of Michelangelo's theories and techniques.
Of all his contributions to the planning, details, and execution of the Palazzo Barberini, it is the staircases that express the thoughtfulness and maturity of a master architect. Borromini and the staircase shared a common trajectory, and together contributed significantly to defining the role of movement in Baroque architecture. For just as Borromini was making the transition from servile apprentice to independent architect, so too was the staircase making the transition from a purely utilitarian solution or even an afterthought to a legitimate architectonic type." Prior to the Baroque period, stairs were treated as a necessary appendage to a building. Their forms, while sometimes handled masterfully, were generally based on practical tradition and the builder's experience rather than on a theoretically grounded system. An attempt to design stairs through a Vitruvian approach would yield significantly fewer points of departure for a creative solution. Even Palladio's appreciation for the elliptical stair was limited to efficiency in plan and the light it made available. Stairs were often left out of the fundamental narrative that dictated a building's meaning. Baroque architects, following the lead of Michelangelo's Laurentian stairs as well as those at the Campidoglio. began to impose the Vitruvian principles that had previously been absent: the position in plan was determined by ii/ililas: the size and shape was defined by firniilus: and the form of the stair was articulated to reveal the vcnusfas. Supporting these utilitarian, formal, and aesthetic principles were new theories of movement and space as well as the values of social hierarchy. The relationship between building and stair became analogous to that between the human body and its veins; the stair was an infrastructure exquisitely designed to transport the life of the building. Inseparable from the proportions of the human body in motion, it newly translated the unconscious reflex of locomotion into a physical object. More importantly, the stair became an exhibition of power displaying its users" connection with the building and the building's connection with the city. It became a device that, by linking together the different levels of a structure or space, simultaneously portrayed and transcended various levels of the social order. The vertical path became a gauge recording not just the physical polarity of top and bottom, but the difference between rise and fall, shadow and light, gravity and levity, the pope and the congregants, the king and his subjects.
To conclude, the staircase gave Borromini an opportunity to create an architectonic space by implementing sculptural forms and techniques. Unlike Bernini's use of sculpture in architecture, in which action is deployed through figurative elements in space, Borromini's space becomes a single, fluid figure in which the viewer is enveloped. The unity of sculpture and architecture for Borromini exists not in the craft of surface, but in the quality and legibility of a space defined by a constantly moving point.
